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In a year where very little is as it has been before, our winter will be no different. The club are very much futsal fans and
favor the development that it encourages, particularly for our younger players. In the future I would expect futsal to remain a major
part of what we do, but the indoor hardcourt nature of the game means we will largely take a hiatus from the game for the Winter.
Many of our teams will remain outdoors in various forms and those that do go indoors will take advantage of the larger capacity of
YSC Sports. The successful fall season is indicative of how well our families have embraced flexibility; that along with a mild winter
(please) will see a similarly atypical but rewarding winter.

Homefield news
We are looking forward to our annual PDP program
in January - a great way for the little ones to be
introduced to the club coaches in a friendly and fun
envorinment. Visit www.tesoccer.org to register.

Fall Season Covid News
Firstly, I would like to thank all our FC Europa families for adhering to our
new Covid protocols that were introduced in August. This has allowed us
to have a fantastic Fall season despite such difficult circumstances.
We have tracked 29 incidents and 14 general enquiries since June and have
only had one player test positive. Outbreaks have been few and far between,
and thanks to your diligence, any disruptions to teams and games have been
kept to a minimum. Thank you! Please keep up the good work!

Tournament News
Many of our teams enjoyed tournament successes during October.
Amongst them:
05 Boys Elite, 06 Boys Elite
and 07 Boys Elite who all won
their EDP Fall Cup divisions.

Going Indoors
During Winter some training will be indoors.
The safety of our FC Europa community is our
paramaount concern. We will ensure that all
recommended protocols for indoor activity
are adopted including air ventilation, sanitizing
and constraints on numbers of participants.

04 Girls Elite won the PRCL
Showcase, Hosted by
PA Classics.
10 Boys Elite and
11 Girls Premier both won
Penn FC Youth Coppa Classico.
11 Boys Premier Red won
Mid-Atlantic Fall Invitational.

Congratulations and
well done!

